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A.

C.

B.

D.

C.  LEXUS MENS FULL ZIP SWEATER
This full zip sweater delivers all-day comfort and 
great style. Features heavyweight cuffs, hem, and 
stand up collar, long sleeve, FW zipper pull, even 
hem, imported.
LEX0175-H MSRP $82.34  

D.  LEXUS LADIES FULL ZIP SWEATER
This full zip sweater delivers all-day comfort and 
great style. Features heavyweight cuffs, hem, and 
stand up collar, long sleeve, FW zipper pull, even 
hem, imported.
LEX0176-H MSRP $82.34 

A.  LEXUS MENS KNIT JACKET 
This Jacket is the perfect piece for today’s active 
lifestyle. It’s retail-inspired, modern styling make 
it a strong go-to piece. It’s useful sporty features 

include sleeve cuffs with thumb exits, interior 
media port with cord guide, articulated elbows 

and ergonomic sleeves. Wear it to the gym, 
office or anywhere in between.

LEX0232-H MSRP $106.82 

B.   LEXUS LADIES KNIT JACKET 
This Jacket is the perfect piece for today’s active 
lifestyle. It’s retail-inspired, modern styling make 
it a strong go-to piece. It’s useful sporty features 

include sleeve cuffs with thumb exits, interior 
media port with cord guide, articulated elbows 

and ergonomic sleeves. Wear it to the gym, 
office or anywhere in between.

LEX0233-H MSRP $105.80 

E.  LEXUS MENS AVANT TECH 
MÉLANGE INSULATED JACKET WITH 

HEAT REFLECT TECHNOLOGY
The jacket features heat reflecting and moisture 

wicking lining, soft touch rib neck gaiter at collar, 
roll-away hood, adjustable cuffs with tabs lined 

with soft touch rib fabric, thermal retention 
shockcord at hood and hem.

LEX0178-H MSRP $187.53

F.  LEXUS LADIES AVANT TECH 
MÉLANGE INSULATED JACKET WITH 

HEAT REFLECT TECHNOLOGY
The jacket features heat reflecting and moisture 

wicking lining, soft touch rib neck gaiter at collar, 
roll-away hood, adjustable cuffs with tabs lined 

with soft touch rib fabric, thermal retention 
shockcord at hood and hem.

LEX0179-H MSRP $188.81 



C. I.D. J.

C.  LEXUS UNDER ARMOUR LADIES 
CORPORATE REACTOR JACKET
The 100% polyester fabric is windproof to shield you from 
the elements. Coldgear® reactor intelligent insulation 
adapts to any activity. The jacket has a ladies loose fit and 
packs easily into right side hand pocket. Features secure 
hand pockets & chest pocket.
LEX0044-H MSRP $239.99 

D.  LEXUS UNDER ARMOUR MENS 
CORPORATE REACTOR JACKET
The 100% polyester fabric is windproof to shield you from 
the elements. Coldgear® reactor intelligent insulation 
adapts to any activity. The jacket has a performance loose 
fit and packs easily into right side hand pocket.  Features 
secure hand pockets & chest pocket.
LEX0043-H MSRP $239.99 

I.  LEXUS MENS LIGHTWEIGHT ZIP UP
Men’s Water-Repellent Lightweight Bonded Full Zip Jacket 
with Hood features attached hood, bonded seams at cuff 
and hem, center front technical zipper, curved shoulder 
panels, long sleeves with bonded flat hem, 2 patch pockets, 
extended sport hem, imported.
LEX0193-H MSRP $126.15 

J.  LEXUS LADIES LIGHTWEIGHT ZIP UP
Ladies Water-Repellent Lightweight Bonded Full Zip 
Jacket with Hood features attached hood, bonded 
seams at cuff and hem, center front technical zipper, 
curved shoulder panels, long sleeves with bonded
 flat hem, 2 patch pockets, extended sport 
hem, imported.
LEX0194-H MSRP  $126.15  

E.  LEXUS LADIES
ROOTS73 FZ HOODY

This fresh-take on the classic Roots73 hoody 
features the Roots73 patch with the iconic red 

maple leaf and contrasting white hood with 
drawstring and zipper. 

LEX0125-H MSRP $123.90 

F.  LEXUS MENS 
ROOTS73 FZ HOODY

This fresh-take on the classic Roots73 hoody 
features the Roots73 patch with the iconic red 

maple leaf and contrasting white hood with 
drawstring and zipper. 

LEX0126-H MSRP $123.90 

A.  LEXUS MENS INSULATED 
SOFTSHELL JACKET

This jacket is engineered for cool-weather 
comfort. It has waterproof, breathable three-layer 

construction, polyester soft fill insulation, ergonomic 
sleeves and articulated elbows. Other features 

include a polyester brushed tricot upper storm flap, 
easy grip zipper pull, adjustable cuff tabs with hook 

and loop closure and an elastic drawcord at the hem.
LEX0230-H MSRP $121.22 

B.  LEXUS LADIES INSULATED 
SOFTSHELL JACKET

The women’s style has shaped seams, a tapered 
waist and a dropped back hem for an even more 

natural fit. No matter who’s wearing it, this versatile, 
decoration-friendly jacket has a classic look that 

never goes out of style
.LEX0231-H MSRP  $121.22 

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E6

G. H.

G.  LEXUS MEN’S HEAVYWEIGHT FLANNEL 
STADIUM JACKET WITH HEAT TECH 

& MICROFLEECE LINING 
Hook & loop tear away hood and mock neck with tricot fleece 

lining. Features center front technical zipper placket, right welt chest 
pocket with hidden zipper closure, long sleeves with tricot fleece 

storm cuffs. There is a security pocket with Anti-RFID lining, a media 
pocket, and Heat Tech and microfleece lining.

LEX0047-H MSRP $264.90 

H.  LEXUS WOMEN’S HEAVYWEIGHT FLANNEL 
STADIUM JACKET WITH HEAT TECH AND 

MICROFLEECE LINING
Hook & loop tear away hood and mock neck with tricot 

fleece lining. Features center front technical zipper placket, right welt 
chest pocket with hidden zipper closure, long sleeves with 

tricot fleece storm cuffs. There is a security pocket with Anti-RFID 
lining, a media pocket, and Heat Tech and microfleece lining 

with all over double needle stitching. 

LEX0048-H MSRP $264.90 

E.



A. LEXUS LADIES ADIDAS 
WOMENS ESSENTIAL FULL ZIP
It’s made of textured knit fabric with stretch for 
a full extension on every swing. Thumbholes 
on the sleeves and a full zip with stand-up 
collar offer extra coverage. Regular fit is wider 
at the body, with a straight silhouette, 
stand-up collar, long sleeves with thumbholes.
LEX0184-H MSRP  $90.34  

B. LEXUS MENS ADIDAS 
RAIN JACKET
Regular fit is wider at the body, with a straight 
silhouette. Stand-up collar. long sleeves with 
hook-and-loop cuffs. Mesh lining.
LEX0160-H MSRP $169.45 

A. LEXUS 
LADIES ADIDAS 
WOMENS 
ESSENTIAL 
FULL ZIP

C. LEXUS LADIES HEAVYWEIGHT 
MELTON WOOL BLEND JACKET

Features fold over collar, single button and 
snap front placket with interior technical 

zipper, open sleeve cuffs with button and 
band detail, removable belt with round 

buckle, anti-RFID interior security pocket, 
interior cell phone pocket, even hem.

LEX0188-H MSRP  $176.14

D.  LEXUS MENS HEAVYWEIGHT 
MELTON WOOL BLEND JACKET

Features self mock neck, storm placket with 
snap closure, open sleeve cuffs, Anti-RFID 
interior security pocket, interior cell phone 

pocket, full back yoke, even hem, imported.
LEX0189-H   $176.14

 IN    THE 



C. D.

A.  LEXUS LADIES 
WINTER GIFT SET
3 piece 100% knitted acrylic Toque, 
Gloves, and Infinity Scarf Set from the 
BDG Collection. Super soft and beautifully 
designed cold weather set provides comfort 
and protection from the winter cold.
Size » One Size
LEX0001-H MSRP $69.90 

B. LEXUS MENS KNIT ZIP HOODY
Delivers a distinctive, trendy look and casual 
comfort. Moisture-wicking breathable 
fabric, thumb exits and articulated hood 
provide maximum style and comfort. An 
interior media pocket keeps devices handy.
LEX0071-H MSRP $114.95

C.  LEXUS MENS THERMAL VEST
Sleek profile in an ultra-lightweight thermal 
fill vest with a high-density D/W/R outer shell 
and nylon taffeta lining, provides optimal 
thermal protection when you need it most.
LEX0050-H MSRP $114.95 

D. LEXUS MENS LEVELWEAR 
EQUINOX JACKET
Lightweight quilted jacket features scuba neck 
hood for wind protection, bungee toggles for 
adjustability, and thermal cell hood and sleeves.
LEX0049-H MSRP $179.95 

E. LEXUS LADIES LACOSTE T-SHIRT 
 An essential T-shirt in soft 100% Pima cotton, 

finished with our signature croc logo.
LEX0080-H MSRP $79.90 

F. LEXUS MENS LACOSTE 
CREWNECK T-SHIRT

An essential T-shirt in soft, 100% Pima cotton, 
finished with our signature croc logo.

LEX0079-H MSRP $79.90 

G. LEXUS MENS LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET 
Textured front and back body panels with a center front 

technical zipper placket with reflective printed taping. 
Long sleeves with 1” turned under cuff, asymetrical 

back panels with reflective printing along panel edges. 
The interior seams are overlocked and sewn flat and 

extended sport hem offers additional protection.
LEX0045-H MSRP $$114.95 

H. LEXUS LADIES LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET
Textured front and back body panels with a center front 

technical zipper placket with reflective printed taping. 
Long sleeves with 1” turned under cuff, asymetrical 

back panels with reflective printing along panel edges. 
The interior seams are overlocked and sewn flat and 

extended sport hem offers additional protection.
LEX0046-H MSRP $$114.95 

FAST
FASHION.



A. B.

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E

A. LEXUS ADIDAS BOLD CHEST 
STRIPE SPORT POLO

Regular fit is wider at the body, with a straight 
silhouette. Three-button, short-sleeve polo with 
colorblocked ribbed collar. Soft feel. UPF 50+ 

UV protection. 55% cotton / 45% polyester.
LEX0157-H MSRP $74.95

B.  LEXUS ADIDAS BOLD CHEST 
STRIPE SPORT POLO

Regular fit is wider at the body, with a straight 
silhouette. Three-button, short-sleeve polo with 
colorblocked ribbed collar. Soft feel. UPF 50+ 

UV protection. 55% cotton / 45% polyester.
LEX0158-H MSRP $74.95

C. D.

C.  LEXUS MENS AVALANCHE SYSTEM JACKET
With its soft-touch bonded fabric and high loft insulated liner, 
it redefines versatility. Remove or keep the hood, wear as an 
insulated thermal jacket or a lighter weight/waterproof/breathable 
outer shell when the temperature allows. The thermally robust, 
quilted inner jacket works in synergy with the outer shell and can 
be zipped in and out in an instant.
LEX0180-H MSRP  $294.69 

D  LEXUS LADIES AVALANCHE SYSTEM JACKET
With its soft-touch bonded fabric and high loft insulated liner, 
it redefines versatility. Remove or keep the hood, wear as an 
insulated thermal jacket or a lighter weight/waterproof/breathable 
outer shell when the temperature allows. The thermally robust, 
quilted inner jacket works in synergy with the outer shell and can 
be zipped in and out in an instant.
LEX0181-H MSRP  $294.69

E.  LEXUS MENS 
LONG SLEEVE HENLEY
Regular fit is wider at the body, with a straight 
silhouette. Three-button, henley collar 
and long sleeves with “The brand with the 
3-Stripes” shoulder taping. Soft, stretchy 
fabric. 83% recycled polyester / 17% elastane.
LEX0162-H MSRP $94.95 

F.  LEXUS MENS 
WAVELENGTH POLO
“The Wavelength Polo provides a mechanical 
stretch fabric for superior comfort and 
unrestricted movement, coupled with a low 
profile sublimated print, H2X-DRY® moisture 
wicking technology, snag resistant fabric, and 
UPF sun protection.
LEX0227-H MSRP $52.18 

G. H.

G. LEXUS LADIES ADIDAS POLO
Regular fit is wider at the body, with a straight 

silhouette. Four-button, short sleeve polo with 
moisture-wicking, four-way stretch fabric. 88% 

recycled polyester / 12% elastane. 
UPF 50+ UV protection.

LEX0161-H MSRP $74.95

H. LEXUS ADICROSS TEE
Regular fit is wider at the body, with a straight 
silhouette. Crewneck with short sleeves and 

ultra-soft feel. 65% polyester / 35% viscose.
LEX0159-H MSRP $44.45

K.  LEXUS MENS SOFTSHELL VEST
Soft-touch weather-resistant softshell full-zip vest. 

A high-performance mid layer, featuring water 
repellent fabric for elemental weather protection. 

This jacket has a lightweight fleece backing to add 
core warmth and brushed tricot lined pockets to 

provide added comfort for your hands.
LEX0228-H MSRP  $71.65 

L.  LEXUS LADIES SOFTSHELL VEST
Soft-touch weather-resistant softshell full-zip vest. 

A high-performance mid layer, featuring water 
repellent fabric for elemental weather protection. 

This jacket has a lightweight fleece backing to add 
core warmth and brushed tricot lined pockets to 

provide added comfort for your hands.
LEX0229-H MSRP  $64.49 

K. L.

I.  LEXUS MENS 
MATRIX SYSTEM JACKET
An H2XTREME® waterproof/breathable outer 
shell with fully sealed seams to ensure the jacket stays 
watertight. Works in synergy with a lightweight and 
thermally robust interchangeable thermal shell liner 
that zips in and out.
LEX0182-H MSRP $331.46 

J.  LEXUS LADIES 
MATRIX SYSTEM JACKET
An H2XTREME® waterproof/breathable outer 
shell with fully sealed seams to ensure the jacket stays 
watertight. Works in synergy with a lightweight and 
thermally robust interchangeable thermal shell liner 
that zips in and out.
LEX0183-H MSRP  $331.46 

Enlarged View - Left sleeve

Embroidery 2.5” W

MEN’S WAVELENGTH POLO
NXT-1



A. LEXUS LADIES KNIT BLAZER
Made with washable wool for easy care, it 
features a distinctive shawl collar, tapered 
waist and dropped back hem. This 
versatile knit blazer can take you from chic 
professional office attire to evening drinks.
LEX0066-H MSRP $120.95 

B.  LEXUS LADIES LONG JACKET
Sunice developed this double-knit softshell 
long jacket with Technospacer air-chamber 
technology to achieve thermal insulation in 
an extra lightweight stretch fabric. Versatile 
full-zip jacket styling with attached hood and 
zippered pockets.
LEX0051-H MSRP $230.90 

A. 

C. LEXUS LADIES 1/2 ZIP
1/2 zip pullover with brushed interior, stand up collar.

LEX0069-H MSRP $84.90 

D.  LEXUS PLUSH LOUNGE ROBE
Our Plush Lounge Robe is warm and 

comfortable – lightweight and remarkably 
breathable. Available in three sizes: 

S/M | L/XL | XXL. 100% polyester.
LEX0062-H $74.95 

D.  



A. B.

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E

E. LEXUS MENS SUNICE 
ALLENDALE PULLOVER
Allendale half-zip pullover makes a smart, highly 
breathable performance layer on cool and windy 
days without making a sound! UV 50+ protection. 
Laser-cut welding at chest pocket. Contrast stitching 
adds a modern edge. 
LEX0113-H MSRP $115.00 

F.  LEXUS MENS UNDER ARMOUR 
CORP PERFORMANCE POLO
Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill fabric has a 
cleaner, snag-free finish. 4-way stretch fabrication 
allows greater mobility in any direction. 30+ UPF 
protects your skin from the sun. Athletic loose fit.  
LEX0121-H MSRP $63.90 

A. LEXUS LADIES DIVA V-NECK TEE
Heather v-neck women’s tee with simulated 

dip-dye appearance. 60% cotton / 40% 
polyester jersey, 3.5 oz.

LEX0112-H MSRP $34.90 

B.  LEXUS MENS OAKLEY POLO
100% polyester. Tailored fit. Interlock fabrication. 

Double bar tack detail at bottom of placket.
LEX0124-H MSRP$69.95 

I.  LEXUS MENS SWACKET
Features zipper front with zipper guard, 

contrasting shoulder yoke and underarm 
patches, two welded front zipper pockets with 
microfleece lining, shock cord drawstring with 

plastic toggles, even hem, imported.
LEX0192-H MSRP  $131.27 

J.  LEXUS MENS AVALANCHE 
SWEATER

Projecting natural fashion sense is a given in 
this trendsetter sweater with gentle gradient 
color effect. A lightweight, feel-good fit with 

fine gauge cotton.
LEX0174-H MSRP   $60.11 

C.  LEXUS LADIES SHORT 
SLEEVE V NECK T SHIRT
This lightweight style also provides UV protection (UPF 
40+). The women’s version has shaped seams and 
tapered waist for a flattering fit, Self fabric collar, V-neck, 
Twin needle topstitching, Tearaway-cutaway main label for 
tagless comfort, Contrast hanger loop at inside back neck.
LEX0235-H MSRP  $34.35 

D.  LEXUS MENS SHORT SLEEVE 
V NECK T-SHIRT
This lightweight style also provides UV protection (UPF 
40+) it features Self fabric collar, V-neck, Twin needle 
topstitching, Tearaway-cutaway main label for tagless 
comfort, Contrast hanger loop at inside back neck.
LEX0234-H MSRP  $35.38 

G. H.

G.  LEXUS LADIES UNDER ARMOUR POLO
95% polyester, 5% elastane. Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill 
fabric has a cleaner, snag-free finish. Four-way stretch 
fabrication allows greater mobility in any direction. Anti-
odour technology prevents the growth of odour causing 
microbes. 30+ UPF protects your skin from the sun. 
Durable self-fabric collar. Performance fit. 
LEX0119-H MSRP $59.98

H.  LEXUS MENS UNDER ARMOUR POLO
95% polyester, 5% elastane. Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill 
fabric has a cleaner, snag-free finish. Four-way stretch 
fabrication allows greater mobility in any direction. Anti-
odour technology prevents the growth of odour causing 
microbes. 30+ UPF protects your skin from the sun. 
Durable rib-knit collar. Athletic loose fit.
LEX0120-H MSRP $59.98



B A G S  +  U M B R E L L A S

A. LEXUS OGIO® 
METRO BACKPACK

“Top padded grab handle, top 
zippered fleece lined pockets, main 

zippered compartment, front zippered 
pockets, dual side zippered pockets, 
adjustable, padded shoulder straps, 

adjustable sternum strap, padded back 
panel with side entry pocket.

Dimensions: 18”h x 13.5”w x 9”d 
Laptop sleeve: 15.5”h x 11.5”w x 2”d, 

fits most 17” laptops”
LEX0215-H MSRP  $115.21 

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E1 2

B.  LEXUS IGLOO® MARINE 
SNAP DOWN COOLER
Made from rugged, durable materials, 
features large zippered main compartment, 
front zippered pocket for extra storage, 
clip-down ends for added cold retention,
 top grab handles with neoprene padded 
wrap for easy carrying.Compact size is 
great for boating and storage, removable, 
padded adjustable shoulder strap, leak-
resistant, heat-sealed antimicrobial 
PEVA lining. 36 can capacity
LEX0199-H 
MSRP  $85.65 

E.  LEXUS ADIDAS 
RUCKSACK 
BACKPACK
“Climacool ventilation. 
Loadspring shoulder straps. 
Padded back panel. Top-
loading with two-way zip. 
Zip laptop compartment on 
side. Zip shoe compartment 
at base. Top plush-lined 
pocket. Front zip pocket. 
Mesh side pockets. 100% 
polyester 600D.
LEX0163-H 
MSRP $110.94 

D.  LEXUS SLING BAG
Multifunctional carrying 

capability, carry as a sling bag 
or tote, top zippered opening 
to main compartment, interior 

sports mesh padded tablet 
pocket (fits up to a 10” tablet), 

side zippered opening to 
interior water bottle pocket, 

mesh shoe bag included 
as extra organization feature, 

front zippered pocket 
for additional storage.

LEX0200-H 
MSRP  $39.24 

C.  LEXUS SAMSONITE LANDRY 
COMPUTER BACKPACK

Dual carrying options, Front zippered pocket, side water 
bottle pocket, main compartment with dual zippered 

opening, zippered mesh pocket and multifunction 
organizer. Rear padded, zippered laptop compartment 

(fits up to a 17” laptop) SmartSleeve™ slides over upright 
handles for easy mobility

Fully padded, adjustable shoulder straps
LEX0196-H MSRP  $85.94 

F.  LEXUS IGLOO® LEGACY LUNCH 
COMPANION COOLER

Enhanced insulation with leak resistant antimicrobial liner, 
dual zippered opening to main compartment, dual carry 

handles with handle wrap, adjustable shoulder strap for 
customized carrying, front pocket with snap closure, slash 

pocket on rear of bag, 12 can capacity
LEX0198-H MSRP  $60.03 

D. 

B. 

F. 

E. 

C. 



A. LEXUS OGIO® CRUNCH DUFFEL
Features a large main compartment and front-
facing zippered pocket, side storage pocket and 
shoe pocket on opposite end. Features all metal 
hardware, plastic-molded interlocking handle, 
adjustable padded shoulder strap.
LEX0007-H MSRP $74.90 

A. 

B. LEXUS TELESCOPIC 
FOLDING UMBRELLA

Eight panel umbrella features 21” rib length, 42” arc yet 
folds to 11” when closed. Made from 190T Polyester it has 

a telescopic metal shaft with black sponge handle, black 
ribs and metal tips, automatic open feature, two layers for 
maximum ventilation to enhance windproofing, hook and 

loop fastener tie closure, and matching cover complete 
with plastic hook attachment.

LEX0081-H MSRP $26.95 

C.  LEXUS 48” 
INVERSION 
UMBRELLA
The inverted design keeps 
you dry when closing, 
umbrella has a manual open, 
metal shaft for durability, 
tartan pattern underside, 
measures 29 ½” when 
closed.LEX0082-H 
MSRP $44.95 

B.

C.

D.  LEXUS BUGATTI HARD 
LUGGAGE CARRY-ON
Light weight ABS hard shell luggage 
features multi-organizational section with 
padded section, fully lined interior, three 
main zippered compartments, four multi-
directional wheels for effortless rolling, 
perfectly sized for carry-on usage.
LEX0077-H MSRP $164.90 

E.



B. LEXUS UNDER 
ARMOUR BACKPACK

Features compression molded 
shoulder straps & back panel for 

comfort. Easily accessible, 
TSA-friendly laptop sleeve supports 

up to 15”” laptop and unzips to lay flat. 
Large main compartment, two side 

pockets, second zippered compartment, 
a soft, tricot lined phone pocket & elastic 

webbing perfect for storing chargers 
and cords. Front panel features many 

organizational features. 
LEX0002-H MSRP $109.95 

A.  LEXUS SAMSONITE MORGAN COMPUTER BACKPACK
Main compartment with zippered opening and interior organization that includes a zippered 
mesh pocket, pen loops and an all-purpose loop.Rear padded, zippered laptop compartment 
(fits up to a 17” laptop), bottom zippered compartment functions as a shoe tunnel or can 
be used for additional storage. Dual front zippered cargo pockets for organization can also 
accommodate a water bottle. Dual top carry handles with button closure handle wrap, fully 
padded, adjustable shoulder strap, leather accents and zipper pulls.
LEX0197-H MSRP  $100.66 

B. 

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E1 2

C.  LEXUS IGLOO® 

DELUXE COOLER
This 24 can capacity cooler features 
enhanced insulation, a leak resistant, heat-
sealed antimicrobial liner, dual zippered 
opening with folding lid and hook and loop 
fastener for easy access, aluminum pull 
handle, front zippered pocket, side mesh 
water bottle pocket, side storage 
loops, metal Igloo bottle opener 
attached to bag, adjustable 
shoulder strap.
LEX0004-H 
MSRP $69.95 

E.  LEXUS PROJEKT 
CARRY-ON BAG
International airline 
regulation carry-on size, 
has a crush resistant fur-
lined valuables pocket, top 
custom injected soft grab 
handle, multiple reinforced 
soft grip handles, easy-entry 
main compartment LID 
opening, military grade 
zippers, internal mesh 
zippered compartment, 
internal garment organizing 
compression strap, and 
expands up to 2” for greater 
capacity. The lightweight 
aluminum telescopic 
luggage handle  with 5” 
smooth ride urethane 
wheels.
LEX0078-H 
MSRP $264.90 

D.  LEXUS ZIPPERED 
CONVENTION TOTE
Features a  zippered main 

compartment, hook and loop 
closure front slash pocket, phone 

and organizational pockets running 
along the base of the tote including 

a pen slot. D-ring and added 
corner detail to hang 
keys or water bottle. 

LEX0005-H 
MSRP $9.95 

G.  RUME GTO | GARMENT TRAVEL ORGANIZER
Combines the ease of a folding garment bag and the 
convenience of multiple packing cubes into a single product. 
Designed to fit snugly when full into a standard rolling 
suitcase and hold multiple days’ worth of clothes. Machine 
washable and water resistant, it measures 46””L 20””H 4””W. 
LEX0058-H MSRP $39.90  

F.  LEXUS PROJEKT LOOBAG
Large main pocket holds full-size toiletries, 

antibacterial side pocket lining to prevent odor, mildew 
and mold-causing bacteria. Top rotating hook displays 
bag from bar or rack and tucks away when not in use. 

Fur-lined valuables pocket and multiple mesh dividers to 
organize toiletries. Includes two travel sized containers.

LEX0006-H MSRP $59.90 

D. 

C. 

E. 

F. 





J O U R N A L S

A. LEXUS LARGE JOURNAL
This 240 page journal features a gold 
ribbon marker, ivory pages with gray 
lines, back cover paper pocket, pen 
loop, elastic closure, and uses FSC 
compliant paper. 
Sized at 7.5625” W x 9.9375” H.
LEX0008-H 
MSRP $27.90 

B. LEXUS CLASSIC CENTURY LUSTROUS 
CHROME BALLPOINT WITH CLASSIC BLACK 

JOURNAL GIFT SET“
An icon of American design and innovation. The choice of 

movers, shakers and ground breakers since 1946. 
Lifetime mechanical guarantee, comes packaged in a 

premium gift box.
LEX0177-H MSRP  $99.04 

B. LEXUS MEDIUM JOURNAL
240 pages, Gold ribbon marker, Ivory pages 
with gray lines, Back paper pocket, Pen loop, 

Elastic closure, FSC paper. Complies with FSC, 
PEFC. 5 1/4”” W x 8 3/8”” 

LEX0170-H MSRP  $19.07 

C. LEXUS APPEEL 
GRANDE JOURNAL - 
APPLE PAPER PAGES

192 apple paper pages with green lines,eco-peel 
cover, gold ribbon marker, back paper pocket, pen 

loop, elastic closure. 
LEX0173-H MSRP  $29.97 

C.



W R I T I N G  I N S T R U M E N T S

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E2 0

A. B. C.

A. LEXUS ROLLER BALL PEN
Executive style capped roller ball pen with unique four sided barrel and 
spring loaded clip. The pen has a black matte finish with polished chrome 
accents and uses a standard international refill with blue ink. It comes 
packaged in a black triangular box.
LEX0009-H MSRP $19.95 

B. LEXUS APOLLO PEN
Solid brass, twist mechanism ball pen with sleek, rounded 
aerodynamic top. Equipped with a metal, large capacity 
Parker type refill with blue ink. 

LEX0010-H MSRP $14.90 

C.  LEXUS TRITON PEN
Solid brass, twist mechanism ball pen with flexible split clip and unique 
four sided lower barrel for optimal gripping. Equipped with a metal, large 
capacity Parker type refill with blue ink. Matte champagne with silver accent. 

LEX0011-H MSRP $14.90 

All packaged 
with premium 
gift box.



A.

D.

E.

B. C.

A. LEXUS WISDOM 
BALLPOINT PEN
The refined look of the Wisdom ballpoint pen gives it 
a professional look. With its matte metallic barrel and 
chrome trims and undercoating, this is understated 
elegance at its best. 
LEX0169-H MSRP   $16.58
 
B. LEXUS SPIDER BALLPOINT PEN
Brass twist-action pen

LEX0172-H MSRP  $30.43 

C. LEXUS F SPORT 
DUNCAN BALLPOINT PEN
There’s nothing that says sophistication more than 
the simplicity of black matte elegance. With Duncan’s 
chrome tip, hinged clip and rubberized grip, this twist-
action brass ballpoint pen, weighing over 50g.

LEX0222-H MSRP  $20.91  

D. LEXUS CROSS COVENTRY BLACK LACQUER BALLPOINT PEN
“The Coventry ballpoint pen impresses with its strong profile, rich sheen, and polished contrasting appointments. This stylish writing instrument 
is the perfect gift for those who want to elevate their writing experience every day. Features the classic Cross profile and signature conical top. 
cap over barrel design. The pen is presented in a two-piece gift box and includes the Cross  Lifetime Mechanical Guarantee”
LEX0185-H MSRP  $38.77 

E. LEXUS SHEAFFER GLOSSY BLUE LACQUER WITH CHROME TRIM ROLLER BALL PEN
“This Sheaffer® pen makes a great gift for celebrating an occasion or kicking off a new chapter. Roller ball provides silky smooth writing with 
the feel of ink on paper. With its modern design, timeless finish options, and balanced feel, it is the perfect tool for letting ideas flow effortlessly 
onto the page.  Elegant, streamlined silhouette with stylish cut-out clip and Limited one-year warranty.”

LEX0186-H MSRP  $43.21 



C H I L D R E N

C. LEXUS CARBON FI-BEAR
Custom Lexus super soft bear stuffy, 

celebrating animals in Canada.
LEX0133-H MSRP $24.90

B. LEXUS TURBO 
THE MOOSE PLUSH
Custom Lexus super soft bear stuffy, 
celebrating animals in Canada.
LEX0134-H MSRP $24.90

A. LEXUS LAMBSWOOL KID’S 
BLANKET - PINK
This luxurious 30″ x 45″ Lambswool 
throw features micro fur on one side 
and the coziness of faux lambswool 
on the other.
LEX0018-H MSRP  $45.95 

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E2 4
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C. D.

C. LEXUS CLARITY TUMBLER
Double Wall Glasses are mouth blown by expert artisans. 
Each piece is individually handmade and the double wall 
glass construction gives each glass thermal properties to 
help to keep hot drinks warmer and cool drinks cooler. The 
double wall construction keeps the glass cool to the touch 
and eliminates condensation.
LEX0022-H MSRP $19.95 

D.  LEXUS CLARITY MUG
Double Wall Glasses are mouth blown by expert artisans. 
Each piece is individually handmade and the double wall 
glass construction gives each glass thermal properties to 
help to keep hot drinks warmer and cool drinks cooler. The 
double wall construction keeps the glass cool to the touch 
and eliminates condensation.
LEX0021-H MSRP $19.95 

A.   LEXUS ASOBU BOTTLE
The fashion forward URBAN line of bottles is a must have accessory! This 
vacuum insulated double wall stainless steel Urban bottle will keep 16 oz / 

460 ml of your favorite refreshment cool up to 24 hours! The leakproof lid 
and easy grip texture make it a practical travel companion.

LEX0020-H MSRP $29.90 

B.  LEXUS COPPER VACUUM 
INSULATED BOTTLE 20OZ

With its innovative cork look, screw-on lid design, this durable 20oz. 
double-wall stainless steel vacuum bottle with copper insulation 

enables your beverage to stay cold for 48 hours and hot for at least 12 
hours. Fits most standard car cup holders.

LEX0024-H MSRP $31.95 

E. LEXUS DESK MUG
Feel like a coffee taster every day! The fluted shape of this 

ceramic mug is designed to capture the coffee aromas 
for the nose and concentrate the flavors into every sip 

of coffee you take. Features a glossy interior and matte 
exterior finish.

LEX00153-H MSRP $14.90 

F.   LEXUS CONTIGO® SHAKE & GO® - 20OZ
Make it, shake it, take it — It might look elegant and 

pristine, but the Shake & Go® Tumbler loves to get a 
little crazy and shake things up. Iced tea, coffee, water 

enhancers to more adult beverages can be mixed with no 
leaks or spills.

LEX0030-H MSRP $31.95 

A.

E. F.

B.



A.  LEXUS F SPORT ARCTIC 
ZONE® TITAN THERMAL HP® 
COPPER TUMBLER 20OZ
Our trendy and durable finish 20oz. 
tumbler is made from double-wall 18/8 grade 
stainless steel vacuum construction with 
copper insulation. Your beverage will stay 
cold for 24 hours and hot for at least 8 hours. 
LEX0026-H MSRP $44.95 

B.  ARCTIC ZONE≈ TITAN 
THERMAL HP≈ COPPER TUMBLER 
20OZ
Our trendy and durable finish 20oz. 
tumbler is made from double-wall 18/8 
grade stainless steel vacuum construction 
with copper insulation. Your beverage will stay 
cold for 24 hours and hot for at least 8 hours.  
LEX0025-H MSRP $44.95

C. LEXUS 4-PIECE 
FLASK SET
This beautiful gift set includes a flask 
and two shot glasses which can be 
personalized with initials.
LEX0171-H MSRP  $27.18
 
D. LEXUS GLASS 
BOTTLE 18OZ
This 18oz. Borosilicate single-wall clear 
glass bottle is wrapped with soft grip 
sleeve. It features a bamboo screw-on 
lid and is BPA free. It’s non-slip bottom 
fits in most car cup holders. Do not 
freeze or microwave.
LEX0207-H MSRP  $22.64 

E.  LEXUS VACUUM TUMBLER
 This 14oz. tumbler features an innovative leak-proof lid with a 

360-degree drink top that opens and closes with a push of a button. 
Stainless steel vacuum-sealed construction. Keeps drinks hot for 5 

hours and cold for 15 hours.
LEX0028-H MSRP $29.90 

F.  LEXUS COPPER VACUUM 
INSULATED BOTTLE 20OZ

Durable, double-wall stainless steel vacuum construction with copper 
insulation allows 20oz. of your favourite beverage to stay cold for 

48 hours and hot for at least 12 hours. Stainless steel screw-on, spill 
resistant lid with a wide opening for comfortable filling and pouring. 

Perfect for ice cubes. Fits most standard car cup holders.
LEX0027-H $31.95 

E. F.

G.  LEXUS F SPORT HUGO 
INSULATED BOTTLE - 18OZ
This double-wall vacuum insulated bottle keeps 
drinks hot for 5 hours and cold for 15 hours. 
Leak-proof locking cap.
LEX0032-H MSRP $29.90 

H. LEXUS S’WELL BOTTLE
Made of vacuum-insulated, high-grade 8/18 
stainless steel. Triple-walled Therma-S’well 
technology keeps beverages cold for up to 
24 hours and hot for up to 12, and maintains a 
condensation-free exterior. Eco-friendly, BPA-
free and reusable. 17 oz.

LEX0143-H MSRP $45.80 

G.
A. B.

H.



CHEERS
T O

L E X U S  B O U T I Q U E

F. LEXUS COPPER VACUUM 
INSULATED MUG
Durable, double-wall stainless steel vacuum 
construction with copper insulation, which 
allows your cold beverage to stay cold for 24 
hours and at least 8 hours for hot beverages.  
Capacity: 16 oz.
LEX0114-H  MSRP $29.20

G.  LEXUS MOSCOW MULE MUG
Style inspired by the popular Moscow Mule 
cocktail. Stainless steel construction with 
copper plating. Gift box features a robust 
history of the cocktail and a recipe card is 
included. 16oz.
LEX0149-H MSRP $29.20

H.

I.

A.
B.

D.

H.

C.

E.

I.

D.  LEXUS COPPER VACUUM INSULATED 
MINI TUMBLER 14 OZ.
This tumbler is defined by angles that create a great tactile and visual 
experience. Double-wall vacuum construction with copper insulation. 
Keeps drinks hot for 8 hours and cold for 24 hours. The construction 
also prevents condensation on the outside of the tumbler.  in all 
standard cup holders. Easy sipping, push-on lid with slide closure. 
LEX0206-H  MSRP $20.43 

E.  LEXUS CONTIGO® WEST LOOP TUMBLER
This larger capacity mug is spill-proof, will stay piping hot for up to 
7 hours or cold for 18 hours with its THERMALOCK™ Vacuum 
Insulation. It’s easy to use with just one hand. Fits most car cup 
holders. BPA free. Capacity: 16 oz.
LEX0106-H MSRP $39.95

H.  LEXUS REIDEL CABERNET 
MERLOT STEMLESS GLASSES

Cabernet Merlot 21-1/8 oz. RIEDEL
stemless crystal S/2 in an Onyx gift box.

LEX0103-H MSRP $49.95

I.  LEXUS REIDEL MERLOT / SYRAH
Merlot decanter & Syrah wine RIEDEL 

crystal gift set in a Raven gift box.
LEX0102-H MSRP $124.95

A. LEXUS ASOBU FLAVOUR U SEE BOTTLE
This double wall insulated bottle will stay cold for up to 12 

hours. The clear Tritan™ see through center section suspends 
the fruit, mint or other contents in your chilled water between two 
filters preventing any bulk pulp from entering the drinking section. 

LEX0099-H MSRP $34.90

B.  LEXUS COMPACT TUMBLER
The perfect size cup with its snug, easy grip handle and flip 

top lid. Made of double wall, vacuum insulated stainless 
steel which keeps beverage HOT up to 12 hours. BPA free. 

LEX0031-H $29.90

C.  LEXUS LIBERTY CANTEEN
Vacuum insulated, keeps your beverage hot up to 12 hours, cold 
up to 24 hours. Durable 18/8 stainless steel body with easy grip 

texture. Wide mouth for adding ice cubes and easy cleaning. BPA 
free and durable plastic push button flip top lid.

LEX0098-H MSRP $29.95 



B. LEXUS 12 OZ 2 IN 1 GIFT SET
Includes 2 cups. Durable, double-wall 18/8 
stainless steel vacuum construction with copper 
insulation, which allows your beverage to stay 
cold for 24 hours and hot for at least 6 hours. 
The construction also prevents condensation on 
the outside of the piece. 
LEX0208-H MSRP  $45.32 

C. LEXUS F SPORT CONTIGO DAMEN BOTTLE
Flow On — Wide mouth for high flow and fast hydration

Push It —Push button to open spout for an easy, one-handed drinking experience
Seal It In — Leak proof lid (when closed) for on-the-go activities

Cleaner Drinking — Spout cover helps to keep out dirt and germs
Lock It Up — Button lock gives you added peace of mind

Built to Last — Shatter-, stain- and odor-resistant, thanks to BPA-free plastic
Carry On — Clip-on carry handle for easy transport

LEX0223-H MSRP  $47.87
 

D.   LEXUS CONTIGO® LUXE AUTOSEAL TRAVEL MUG
Keeps drinks hot up to 5 hours or cold up to 12 and features an elevated metallic 

finish. Leak- and spill-proof travel mug thanks to AUTOSEAL lid.
One-handed drinking convenience on the go, Lock feature prevents accidental 

pressing of AUTOSEAL button, Underside of lid opens up for thorough cleaning
Top-rack dishwasher-safe body and lid, Fits most cup holders 

LEX0224-H MSRP  $54.70 

C. D.

2 6

A.   LEXUS DOUBLE WALL 
CERAMIC TUMBLER 14 OZ.

The Mysa Ceramic Tumbler 14oz is a double-wall ceramic tumbler 

with a ceramic lid. It fits under most corporate coffee machines and 

is microwave safe. Remove silicone stopper on the ceramic bottom 

before placing in the microwave.
LEX0205-H MSRP  $19.58 



G O L F
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A. LEXUS TITLEIST PRO 
V1 GOLF BALLS

Each element of a Titleist Pro V1 golf 
ball is precisely designed to work 

together delivering total performance 
and extreme consistency for every 

player on every shot. Pro V1 features 
extraordinary distance, very low long 

game spin, penetrating flight, Drop-
and-Stop™ control and very soft feel.

LEX0086-H MSRP $69.90 

C. 

C. LEXUS TAYLORMADE 
TP5X GOLF BALLS

The TP5x ball features varying 5-layer 
constructions that are specifically 

engineered to perform with every club.
LEX0054-H MSRP $64.95 

B. LEXUS TAYLORMADE CART LITE BAG
TaylorMade’s Cart Lite Bag has been specially designed for pushcart 
compatibility. An engineered top shape and trolley notch in the base make for a 
perfect push cart fit while tarpaulin reinforcements ensure no wearing or tearing 
when using cart straps. Stay organized with a 14-way organizational top, two 
micro-suede valuables pockets, full-length dividers to eliminate club crowding, 
and easily accessible insulated water bottle pocket. Ten pockets in total.
Crush-resistant construction. Weight: 5 Lbs.
LEX0138-H MSRP $299.90 





H E A D W E A R

A.

A.

A.
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D. E.

D.  LEXUS WAFFLE KNIT BEANIE
WITH POM POM
This 100% acrylic waffle knit beanie with pom pom keeps 
you warm and comfortable. One size fits most.
LEX0195-H MSRP  $25.57 

E.  LEXUS BEANIE
This beanie with microfleece lining provides a great fit and warmth.
LEX0038-H MSRP $24.95 

A.  LEXUS NIKE HAT
100% ripstop polyester with Dri-FIT technology. 6 

panel cap features embroidered Nike swoosh on back, 
soft hook-and-loop closure and embroidered eyelets.

LEX0041-H MSRP $39.90 

C.  LEXUS F SPORT NIKE HAT
100% ripstop polyester with Dri-FIT technology. 
6 panel cap features embroidered Nike swoosh 
on back, soft hook-and-loop closure and 
embroidered eyelets.
LEX0040-H MSRP $39.90 

B.  LEXUS NEW ERA® HAT
100% polyester 6-panel cap with 
gentle stretch to conform to your 
own individual shape.
LEX0039-H MSRP $39.90 

F. LEXUS TWEED HAT
Ferst-DRY™ moisture wicking 
structured Milan tweed cap.
LEX0036-H MSRP $19.90 

H. LEXUS YOUTH 
COTTON TWILL CAP
100% cotton 6 section cap, matching 
adjustable self back strap, PEB with hidden
 hook & loop system, imported.
LEX0187-H MSRP  $13.86 

G. LEXUS LACOSTE SPORT HAT
100% polyester used in this resilient, lightweight 
cap in diamond weave taffeta. Perfect for training, 
this ultra-dry technical fabric has tone-on-tone 
topstitching and a green crocodile transfer.
LEX0042-H MSRP $64.95 

B. C.



A. B.

C. D.

C.  LEXUS CAP WITH MESH OVERLAY
Structured Premium Cotton Twill Cap With Mesh 
Overlay features 6 section cap,  structured front, 4 
panel pro-stitch, all over mesh overlay, pre-curved 
peak, matching plastic back snaps, imported. 
Made from 50% Premium Cotton Twill with 50% 
Polyester Mesh
LEX0191-H MSRP $27.34 

D.  LEXUS ADIDAS RELAXED FIT HAT
Lightweight TaylorMade performance cap. 
One size fits most.
LEX0166-H MSRP $21.09

A. LEXUS AVALANCHE KNIT BEANIE
The stretch fit beanie that works at keeping 

you warm with its soft, acrylic knit construction. 
This heathered fine gauge knit beanie is a top 

performer in chilly conditions.
LEX0226-H MSRP  $20.39 

B. LEXUS POM POM TOQUE
Heavyweight rib knit toque with cuff 

and pom pom.
LEX0037-H MSRP $24.95

E. LEXUS TWEED CAP 
Structured Milan Tweed Cap With Pineapple Mesh Side 
And Back Panels features 6 section cap, structured front, 

Milan tweed front two panels, upper peak and button, 
matching PCT under peak, contrasting color Pineapple 

mesh on side and back panels.
LEX0190-H MSRP $20.64

F. LEXUS TAYLORMADE 
PERFORMANCE HAT

Lightweight TaylorMade performance cap. 
One size fits most.

LEX0168-H MSRP $26.25
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A.  LEXUS DELUXE CARGO BOX
Sturdy cargo box with 3 large compartments to 
organize and store groceries, car related items, 

and much more. Includes removable cooler designed to 
fit in middle compartment. This great addition to 

your trunk is collapsible for easy storage with 
sturdy, padded grab handles and mesh pockets. 

The cooler has a 20 can capacity.
LEX0068-H MSRP $69.90

B.  LEXUS TRAVEL SAFETY KIT
Constructed of heavy duty, water and puncture resistant 

this medium barrel bag (EK-123) features reinforced 
handles and bottom, hook & loop strip that adheres 

to vehicle’s carpet. Includes: Rubberized Flashlight/ 2 
Mercury-free heavy-duty “D” Batteries, 2 Emergency 

Candles each w/ 4 hours min. burn time), Safety 
Matches, Assorted Plug-In Fuses (6-Pack), 14” Elastic 
tie-Down Cord w/ protected metal hooks, Tire Valve 

Caps (4-Pack), Foam Kneeling Pad,  PVC Work Gloves 
(2 pairs), 51 pcs. First Aid Kit, Emergency Whistle w/ 

Lanyard, Lightweight reusable Safety Vest, Lightweight, 
recyclable Rain Poncho, “Call Police” Banner (11” x 22”)

LEX0201-H MSRP  $33.92

C.  LEXUS 4 LED FLASHLIGHT MULTI-TOOL 
WITH SAFETY HAMMER

Multifunction emergency tool features flashlight, red 
flashers, safety hammer and a variety of useful tools. 
Includes: Safety hammer with hardened steel point 
and razor sharp seatbelt cutter, Ultra-bright 4 LED 

Flashlight, Blinking Red Warning Light, Tools include 
Scissors, Phillips Screwdriver, Flat Screwdriver, Gripper 
Pliers, Seatbelt Cutter/Saw, 3 “AAA” Batteries included 

LEX0202-H MSRP $21.52  

A. 

B. 



B.

D. E.

C.

B. LEXUS METAL KEYCHAIN
L Symbol metal keychain 
in velour pouch.
LEX0147-H 
MSRP $18.90

C. LEXUS KEY FOB
Lexus key fob with little 
jump rings in velour pouch.
LEX0148-H 
MSRP $16.80

D. LEXUS F LOGO 
KEYCHAIN

Keychain features F 
with black and blue fill.

LEX0150-H 
MSRP $13.90

E. LEXUS F SPORT
KEYCHAIN

F Sport key ring 
in velour pouch.

LEX0151-H 
MSRP $13.40

A.  LEXUS GLAMOUR KEYCHAIN
Lexus glamour keychain in velour pouch.
LEX0144-H MSRP $14.90 

F. G.

F.  LEXUS SWIRL KEYCHAIN
Lexus Swirl molded keychain in velour pouch.
LEX0145-H MSRP $15.90

G. LEXUS LEATHER KEYCHAIN
Lexus leather key fob in velour pouch.
LEX0146-H MSRP $13.90 

ACCESSORIZE
WITH STYLE.



L I F E S T Y L E

A. LEXUS HOME THROW
The Urban Alpaca Home Throw is the ultimate 
plush throw. Soft micro fur reversed with the 
softest, most luxurious faux alpaca wool.
60” x 70”
LEX0061-H MSRP $79.95 

A. 
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C. LEXUS FOSSIL RFID ZIP AROUND CLUTCH
This leather zip around clutch features 12 credit card 

slots, an interior zip pocket, a gusseted coin pocket and a 
detachable wristlet strap. Includes 2 bill compartments, 12 
credit card slots, 1 zipper pocket and 3 gusseted pockets.

LEX0057-H MSRP $94.90 

D.  LEXUS OSAKA 
BENTO LUNCH BOX

Carry your meals in style, all made 
from BPA-free plastic materials. 

Complete utensil set includes 
fork, knife,and spoon that packs 

into box, along with two stackable 
compartments for separating and 

organizing meals and snacks. 
Compartment lids have ventilation 

ports for microwaving food.
LEX0059-H MSRP $39.90 

E. LEXUS LUMENS 2-IN-1 LANTERN
At just 2.75”” W x 3.5”” H in size, it delivers 300 lumens of light using COB 
(Chip On Board) LED technology that looks like a lighting panel with multi 
LED lights packaged together. Simply pull up to turn on or close and open 
again for a different type light. Extends up to 7”” high. You can set it as a bright 
lantern or a replica camp fire. Includes 3 AA mercury-free batteries and two 
wired carry handles/hangers.
LEX0055-H MSRP $14.90

D.

B. LEXUS 8.5” LCD E-WRITING & DRAWING TABLET
Go Paperless! This easy write and clean tablet helps to save thousands of 
pieces of paper. With an 8.5” LCD screen, you will enjoy writing or drawing 
with the included plastic stylus or your fingernail! 
LEX0210-H MSRP $26.40 



A.  LEXUS BUGGY WAGON
Two cup holders in the front. Sturdy black tube framing. 8” oversized heavy 
duty solid rubber wheels. Telescopic handle. Folds up for complete portability. 
Carry bag included. Durable 600D polyester, PVC coated. 
Weight Capacity: 180 lbs.  Total weight: 22.4 lbs.
LEX0165-H MSRP $199.85 

B.  LEXUS PET LEASH
Take a “step” in the right direction with this 
walking leash! Constructed with a fine woven 
design layer and nylon wedding support layer, 
it features heavy duty clips and assembly. 
Designed to be durable, it makes a great gift.
LEX0155-H MSRP $19.95 

C. LEXUS KNITTED 
TOUCH SCREEN GLOVES

Lightweight and warm stretch fit gloves that 
are touch-screen compatible meaning you 

can keep your hands warm whilst using your 
electronic devices.

LEX0225-H MSRP   $42.96 

D.  LEXUS COOLER & 10 PIECE BBQ SET
This Fabrizio cooler zip bag fits all the ingredients for the 

perfect outdoor feast. With 2 outer zip side pockets for extra 
storage, the Fabrizio cooler bag is easy to transport using 

the adjustable carrying strap. It includes all of the dishwasher 
safe BBQ tools you need to prepare a gourmet meal 

outdoors: a spatula, tongs, grill fork, a steak fork and a 8.5” 
steak knife, a pair of salt & pepper shakers, a bottle opener 

and a cutting board. It even includes a grill mitt.
 LEX0216-H MSRP  $100.94 

E.  LEXUS MARBLE LANTERN WITH 
FLASHLIGHT

Illuminate in style with the Marble Inspired Lantern. Inspired 
by retail designs, this lantern features marbled accents, a 

hanging chord, and a light that is removable and can be used 
as a torch. 3 AAA Batteries included. 

LEX0211-H MSRP  $18.31 

G.  LEXUS OUTDOOR DOUBLE CHAIR 
This durable two-seater is equipped with a sturdy 3/4” black tube frame, 
stabilizer feet, and padded arm rests with two stem glass holders. 
Carry bag included.
LEX0156-H MSRP $164.95 

H.  LEXUS CABLE 
KNIT BLANKET 

Warm and cozy like your favorite cable 
knit sweater, this new throw will be a hit 

with anyone who receives it. This 
50x60 blanket comes in 3 neutral 

colors in a beautiful knit pattern on one 
side and soft, faux lambswool lining on 

the other. Front side: 100% polyester 
chenille. Inside: 100% polyester. Comes 

packaged in a vinyl zippered bag.
LEX0203-H MSRP  $ 91.58 

LUXURY &
COMFORT

F.  LEXUS FABRIZIO COASTER 
AND WINE STOPPER GIFT SET
This beautiful gift set includes 4 beautiful coasters and an elegant 
wine stopper
LEX0236-H MSRP  $32.76 



T E C H N O L O G Y
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A.

D.

C.

E.

B.

A.  LEXUS  BOOMPODS™ HEADPHONES
Flexible and lightweight headband wraps easily around your 
head for maximum comfort, sweatproof with an IPX6 rating, 

angled earbuds ensure a secure fit in your ears. Pair and play 
music in seconds and control your phone or media player from 

a listening range of 10m/33ft for up to 6 hours straight.
LEX0065-H MSRP $68.90 

B. LEXUS WIRELESS CHARGER 
WITH 10000 MAH POWER BANK

2 in 1 Dual USB port external battery charger with 
LED flashlight, wireless charger with 10,000mAh power bank.

LEX0076-H MSRP $54.90

C. LEXUS TWS EARBUDS WITH 
WIRELESS CHARGE BOX

This product offers double the wireless technology! 
Wirelessly charge your earbuds as they rest in their 

4CP branded receiver charging box and then 
enjoy your music with TWS; True Wireless Stereo 
sound. For your comfort, 3 sets of silicone ear tips 

(S, M & L) are included and the detachable silicone 
earbud strap is a convenient option to securely hold 

your earbuds around your neck when not in use. 
LEX0219-H MSRP  $46.82

 
D. LEXUS WIFI SPEAKER 

WITH AMAZON ALEXA
Using either Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, this speaker is 

integrated with Amazon Alexa Voice Service. Up 
to five hours of play time on a single charge and a 5 
Watt speaker output. The Vale speaker can also be 

paired with other Alexa enabled products. 
LEX0083-H MSRP $184.90 

E. LEXUS OUTDOOR BLUETOOTH 
SPEAKER WITH AMAZON ALEXA

Take Alexa with you into the great outdoors! Alexa 
can now operate from your Bluetooth. With a 5 Watt 
output the speaker will fill any room or campsite. The 

speaker is sealed tight with a waterproof rating of IPX6, 
you don’t have to worry about your speaker getting wet. 

With over 6hrs of playback time at max volume 
you don’t need to worry about charging the speaker 

every couple of hours.

LEX0074-H MSRP $84.90



A.  LEXUS WIRELESS 
CHARGING TRUE WIRELESS 

EARBUDS
LEX0109-H MSRP $$69.90  

B.  LEXUS EXECUTIVE GIFT SET
Wood grain vinyl mousepad has an 
integrated wireless charging dock.

Simply plug into your computer with the 
provided 2 meter long charging cable, 

rest your phone over the wireless icon on 
the mousepad and then watch a movie 

or play your music while working on your 
computer without worrying that your 

phone will run out of power. 
LEX0221-H MSRP  $76.35 

C. LEXUS 2-IN-1 WIRELESS 
SPEAKER / WIRELESS 
CHARGING DOCK
One wireless device, two key functions! 
The compact Miami is both a wireless 
speaker and a charging dock with built-in to 
wirelessly charge your smart phone when 
charging cable (included) is connected to a 
power source.
LEX0218-H MSRP  $41.80 

D. LEXUS IFIDELITY SOUND 
DESIGN PRO BLUETOOTH 
SPEAKER
The ifidelity Sound Design Pro delivers 
premium stereo sound with bass.
LEX0209-H MSRP  $192.95 

E.  LEXUS ZOOM COVERT 
20000 MAH FAST WIRELESS 

POWER BANK
The Zoom Covert Fast Wireless Power 

Bank contains a 20,000 mAh Grade A 
lithium polymer battery, wireless charging 

transmitter/receiver. You can charge 
your phone through wireless charging or 

charge with a cable. The power bank itself 
can be charged with the integrated USB 

A cable or place the power bank (back 
side without silicone ring) on any wireless 

charging pad/charger for recharging. 
LEX0213-H MSRP  $96.16 

C.

D.

F.  LEXUS TWS SPEAKER SET 
(2 SPEAKERS)
Double the speakers, double the sound! Enjoy 
Etta’s stereo sound output from 2 speakers with 
passive subwoofers that are not even connected 
to each other by a cord either assembled as one, 
in a convenient silicone carrying case for easy 
portability and storage, or as 2 separate sources 
of audio connected to 2 different audio devices. 
Enhance your movie watching enjoyment or 
use their magnetic bases to attach them to 
your conference room white board to share a 
corporate video.
LEX0220-H MSRP  $123.68
 

G. LEXUS SMART HOME 1080P 
HD HOME WIFI CAMERA
Now no matter where you go you can check 
in on your home, office, or anywhere the Smart 
Home 1080P HD Home Wifi Camera can be 
mounted. Once the camera is connected to your 
wifi network you’re able to view the live stream 
or footage from a certain time from an App 
anywhere you have mobile service. From the 
App you can record video, take photos, use the 
camera as a microphone

LEX0214-H MSRP  $150.76 
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D.

E.

A. LEXUS F SPORT 
FOSSIL WATCH
“Mastering the balance of vintage 
inspiration with modern design, this 
timepiece encapsulates the minimalistic 
aesthetic from its clean face to its 
slimmed-down case, which sits effortlessly 
against the wrist. The watch features 
a 44mm case surrounding a Quartz 
movement, Stainless Steel bracelet, and 
provides water resistance down to 5 
atmospheres.
LEX0052-H MSRP $199.95 

D. LEXUS MICHAEL KORS 
LEXINGTON WATCH
Designed with the jet-set lifestyle in mind, the 
Lexington watch brings sleek and streamlined 
to a whole new level. The black-tone stainless 
steel silhouette showcases a date function and 
chronograph dials for a dynamic finish. Features 
an oversized 44mm case surrounding a quartz/
chronograph movement that is water resistant up to 
10 atm. Bracelet uses a clasp fastner. 

LEX0085-H MSRP $384.90 

E. LEXUS MICHAEL KORS 
LEXINGTON WATCH
Designed with the jet-set lifestyle in mind, the 
Lexington watch brings sleek and streamlined 
to a whole new level. The silver-tone stainless 
steel silhouette showcases a date function and 
chronograph dials for a dynamic finish. Features 
an oversized 44mm case surrounding a quartz/
chronograph movement that is water resistant up to 
10 atm. Bracelet uses a clasp fastner. 

LEX0084-H MSRP $384.90 




